8 Technology
Gifts You’ll Wish
You Bought for
Yourself!
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Traveling home for the holiday? Packing
gifts for your entire list isn’t always possible.
InMotion Entertainment shares their picks for
everyone on your list to pick up along the way.
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1. QFX Retro Turntable
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As lovers of music, we like the option of having both
analog and digital sounds fill the air. This turntable, which
also includes a rechargeable battery, is encased in an
old school faux–weathered suitcase making it perfect for
travel. — $130

2. Beats Pill +
The Pill is easy to swallow or rather travel with and
sounds way bigger than it looks. It’s sleek, works great
in any room, and offers an intuitive interface with clear
consistent bluetooth connectivity. — $230
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3. Bose Triple Black QC25

6. Swagway Self Balancing Board

When we get on a plane we want to sit down, plug in,
and get comfortable. Not only do these noise-canceling
headphones offer balanced and powerful sound, they
also block out the noise of the rest of the world. The perfect gift for your frequent traveler. — $300

Who doesn’t love the Back to the Future movies? Like
us, you probably thought we’d all have hoverboards and
DeLoreans. The DeLorean may be dust, but the future is
now with the Swagway! — $500

4. Jawbone UP2
FINALLY someone made a cool looking fitness tracker.
The UP2 can track the amount of steps you take
each day, distance traveled and calories burned. It’s
lightweight and offers sleep tracking, too. Simple to use
and comfortable, it’s the perfect accessory to give this
season. — $99

5. Jabra Sport Coach
When the UP2 (see above) says it’s time to get moving,
hit the gym with these earbuds. With more than 40
workouts to choose from, they bring the coach right to
your ear along with your favorite music. — $150
Visit the InMotion Entertainment store in your favorite
airport to pick these gifts up on the go.
Connect with us online for more great gift ideas!

7. GoPro Hero4 Black Camera
The best way to capture the moment and make
memories. The HERO4 Black packs the power of GoPro
into a small, light, and convenient camera. Great for
vacation, family and school events — images are clear
and ready to share! — $300

8. Moshi iGlaze Armour & iVisor
Glass
Have someone on your list with a tendency to drop their
phone? The Moshi iGlaze Armour, coupled with the Glass
shield is a lifesaver. The combo protects against shock
while still looking sleek and elegant. — $40 each

